
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: Art & Photography - Photography
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year 12
Photography

Summer 1- Year 12 Mock Exam/Final Piece Summer 2 Component 1/Personal Investigation

Knowledge to be
taught

- Developing planning and preparation  skills and individual ideas

in creating a final outcome

- Development of skills and ideas in creating a wide range of

photography based outcomes based on each student’s personal

outcome in relation to chosen mock exam starting point.

- Updating and continual development of photography skills in

both technical and aesthetic requirements. Developing a variety

of individually appropriate skills according to the student's

developing ideas.

- Analysing/describing/interpreting and relating to the work of a

wide range and individual choice of artists and photographers.

- Developing skills in planning and creating a final outcome for the

mock exam.

-

- Introduction to Personal Investigation – individual directed A’

level coursework project

- Explanation and requirement of extended essay to go alongside

Personal Investigation sketchbook work

- Embedding and consolidating knowledge relating to A level

Assessment criteria requirements

- Updating and continual development of photography skills in

both technical and aesthetic requirements. Developing a variety

of individually appropriate skills according to the student's

developing ideas.

- Analysing/describing/interpreting and relating to the work of a

wide range and individual choice of artists and photographers.

Links to prior
knowledge

- Embedding, updating and consolidating more detailed

knowledge and understanding of differences and similarities

between GCSE assessment criteria and A Level

- Drawing/mixed media/Artist research – evaluating and analysing

chosen artwork

- Embedding, updating and consolidating more detailed

knowledge and understanding of differences and similarities

between GCSE assessment criteria and A Level.



- Planning and preparing work for a final outcome

-

-

- More detailed knowledge of increased quality and standard of

work required at Year 13 compared to Year 12 and A’ level

assessment criteria.

- Analysing/describing/interpreting and relating to the work of a

wide range and individual choice of artists and photographers.

What knowledge
is assessed

- Detailed feedback from mock exam full assessment.

- Literacy and subject specific vocabulary in evaluations and

annotations.

- Mock exam project Assessment Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4 and the

development of sustained ideas and outcomes. (sketchbook and

final outcome(s)

- Development of ideas and work that informs a personal and

coherent first project

- Artist Research (AO1) /Drawing and recording of ideas (AO3) and

Experimenting and working with a wide range of materials and

techniques (AO2)

- Literacy and subject specific vocabulary in evaluations

How gaps will be
addressed

- Verbal feedback and individual support given by teachers

throughout lessons

- Use detailed knowledge of assessment objectives to identify

‘gaps’ in knowledge and work

- Group critiques, allowing students to present ongoing ideas and

allowing other students and teacher to contribute suggestions

- Directed questioning, open and closed, used to assess student’s

understanding and addressing misconceptions

- Careful tracking and assessment of homework

- Support and time given in independent study periods to add to

consolidate work and research practice

- Time allocated for recapping and consolidating skills and

knowledge

- Verbal feedback and individual support given by teachers

throughout lessons

- Use detailed knowledge of assessment objectives to identify

‘gaps’ in knowledge and work

- Group critiques, allowing students to present ongoing ideas and

allowing other students and teacher to contribute suggestions

- Directed questioning, open and closed, used to assess student’s

understanding and addressing misconceptions

- Careful tracking and assessment of homework

- Support and time given in independent study periods to add to

consolidate work and research practice

- Time allocated for recapping and consolidating skills and

knowledge

Cultural capital
lessons

- Reference to a wide range of individual artists and art

movements.

- Social Issues – understanding photography in a critical context

- Careers gaining Work Experience

- Social Issues – understanding photography in a critical context



- Moral issues – the identification of moral issues creating

opportunities to discuss and communicate individual ideas in a

student's own work.

- Moral issues – the identification of moral issues creating

opportunities to discuss and communicate individual ideas in a

student's own work.

Key Words - Key words linked to  a variety and range of

photographers/filmmakers/artist and movements

- Sustained investigations

- Coherent

- Critical context

- Curation

- Composition

- Audience

- Critique

- Articulate

- Reflective

- Fluent

- Sequential

- Analyse/Interpret/Relate/Evaluate/Describe

- Generally Consistent Ability

- Consistent Ability

- Confident and Highly Developed Ability

- Exceptional Ability

- Personal investigation

- Extended Essay


